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 Today as we have gathered in the house of the Lord to 
worship our God and receive His bountiful gifts in Word 
and Sacrament, we also recognize that our nation 
celebrates Independence Day tomorrow.  This is a day 
that most Americans treasure.  We, as a people, love our 
freedom, independence, democracy and all the other 
benefits of living in this great land.  As a nation God has 
truly blessed us.  It would be good for us to recognize the 
hand of God throughout our nation’s history. 
 Our forefathers included this most famous sentence in 
the Declaration of Independence: We hold these truths to 
be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness.  Please note that the existence of a Creator 
is called a self-evident truth.  However, it is the term 
“rights” that is probably the focus of most Americans 
today.  In other words, what interests most people is 
getting from this country and its Constitution as many 
rights and advantages as possible.  Who would not support 
the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness? 
 Yet, I would suggest that these rights are meaningless 
if we don’t recognize and honor the One who is Creator of 
all men, our eternal God.  In the Bill of Rights, the very 
first Amendment we also read these words: Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof.  Evidently religion 
was in the forefront of the minds of our founding fathers.  
Although they believed that religion should not be 
imposed on anyone, they also understood that the free 
exercise of religion was a valuable privilege of all 
Americans.  Our country was established in such a way 
that individuals could freely worship and honor their 
Creator. 
 By insisting on our “unalienable rights” without 
honoring and worshiping the Creator who gave them to us, 
we would be acting like spoiled children who want all the 
benefits mom and dad provide without honoring and 
respecting them.  On this Independence Day, let us thank 
God for His gracious blessings, given to a nation of 
undeserving and often ungrateful people.  Let us also 
make the most of our privileged lives by serving the Lord 
and His kingdom for the benefit of others.  Most precious 
to God’s people is not independence but total 
dependence on Him. 


